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Wedding, Where to Start

Before you first start wedding planning, the world of weddings seems full of infinite possibilities… and so is
your Pinterest board. Maybe you’ll have a tiny quirky wedding in a forest. Perhaps you’ll have an all-night
disco party in a giant hall. Maybe you’ll wear a ballgown… or maybe one of those newfangled wedding
jumpsuits. Who knows! The world is your wedding oyster.
Then you sit down to actually start wedding planning. And suddenly, all that infinite possibility becomes
infinite decision-making. Where do you start? Guest-list? Budget? Decor? How are you going to afford all
this? And also, why is your mom fighting you on all your ideas? Bottom line: the first few weeks of wedding
planning can be the hardest. So how do you get from “OMG, how do we do this?” to “Okay, we got this!”?
We offer multiple services to ease your mind and ensure you enjoy your wedding day!

What we do
Day of Planning

We will start meeting with you three to four weeks before your wedding and confirm all plans that you have
arranged. I typically like two meetings to get up to speed with your desires for your wedding day. One of
these meetings will consist of touring (if possible) your venue to create a layout and set up a schedule for
all involved parties/vendors.
We will handle everything on the day of your wedding so you, your family, and your friends can enjoy it
worry-free. The Day of Coordination package includes one assistant and me on your wedding day.

"Day-of" service begins about 3 to 4 weeks before the wedding, and the couple does most of the footwork
—
The Couple:
Plans everything about the wedding themselves
Books the venue and vendors
Decides the theme and figures out decor
Coordinates the guest list and mails out invitations
Creates the seating chart and books the entertainment.

US:
About three to four weeks out, we step in to help finalize all the details, including…
Using vendor contact information and contracts provided by the couple to confirm vendors and manage
their scheduling
Creating a timeline for the ceremony
Creating an itinerary for the rehearsal
On the day of your actual wedding:
We show up early to make sure every detail is in place
Assist in directing the setup/decor
Direct rehearsal
We are the point of contact for the vendors
We are on-site during the entire event, coordinating all the activities and ensuring a seamless production
$500-$800
$100 (Rehearsal fee (If It is not on the same day as your wedding)
Partial Planning Service
When you pay for a partial planning package, we work in partnership with you and your sweetheart from
the start. You can undoubtedly hire us later in the process, but it's helpful to avail yourself of our
expertise as early as possible. This package includes all the same as day planning, plus a specific number
of hours that we will work on your wedding — which you can allot to the particular areas you choose.
Catering
Rentals
Decorations
Invitations
Waitstaff
Entertainment
Florist
Guest transportation and lodging
and more.
Day of + Additional 35 hrs
$1725
+ Additional 60hrs
$2600
$35 hour after that

Full Planning Service
The Full-Service Event Planning package includes everything you need for a successful/memorable event.
The package includes:
Planning the overall theme and design
Assistance in Finding attire
Venue and vendor selections
Invitation design, assembling, and managing RSVPs
Menu and music selections
Timeline (and execution!)
Program, menu, and sign plan
Event website creation and more
We are also the point of contact for everyone involved in your event, from vendors to friends and family.
There is little I won't do to make your event a success! We will be with you from the moment you start
planning until the event is over and you've made your exit. We tailor the planning experience for each client
to serve their specific needs and personalities best. We are as hands-on or as hands-off as you want us to
be, I am here to make the wedding planning process as enjoyable and stress-free as possible.
$5750 Base Price
Day of + 150 hours

